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Introduction
It's time to look at YOUR business!

In Lesson 3 we looked at the Pyramid of Inventory Sourcing and how many 

sellers get their start at the bottom... But, I know there are many brand new 

sellers that jump right into private label and make it work. In fact, every seller's 

story is a bit different and unique because we all start with what we know and 

what resources are available to us at the time.

Whether you are an Amazon rookie or have been selling on Amazon for a long 

time, private label is an attainable goal and we want to help you get there.

I also mentioned that once you have a private label product, you don't necessarily

have to quit the other forms of inventory.

If you enjoy going to thrift stores or garage sales then by all means continue to 

do so, but keep in mind that your goal should be to source that way because you 

want to, not because your business relies on it.

With that being said there are three business models that I can think of with 

regard to adding in private label. There is no level that is better than another – it 

simply depends on preference and what works best for your business.  But before

we get into those models I want you to think about your goals with private label. 

I'll explain on the next page.

Ready to jump in?

Let's go... 
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Your Lesson...

Developing YOUR Private Label Strategy

What's your end goal with private label?

We try to keep things simple around here so I believe there are 2 main goals for 

the private label journey.  

1. Brand Building

2. Merchant Building

Obviously the point is to gain profit - but are you looking to sell whatever makes 

you money? Perhaps you are ungated in every category on Amazon and you will 

sell anything that makes you a decent profit. That would be a merchant 

building goal.

Others have the purpose to build a brand with private label. They are niche 

focused. Rather than looking for any item in any category that will sell, brand 

building sellers are looking for profitable products within a specific niche or for a 

specific audience.

It's totally okay if at this point you're not sure which one is for you.  You can 

figure that out as you go through the process.  However, if your goal is to build a 

brand and have your own e-commerce site eventually with that brand, it could 

benefit you to keep that in mind while you are working through these lessons and

developing private label products.

When we get to the logo design and brand name stage it can be helpful to have 

an idea which way you're leaning.  As you go through the course, we will be 

sharing various strategies and things you may want to consider if you are looking 
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to brand build with your business. Don't stress out about this decision right now, 

though.  The most important thing is to take action.

We'll talk about this later, but just know that there are things you can do to keep 

the door open for building a brand should you be interested.

The 3 Different Business Models

In the introduction above, I mentioned three business models for selling online 

that include private label. They are:

1. Jumping in Head First: 100% Private Label

2. Working Your Way Up: 100% Other Methods Then 100% Private Label

3. Jack of All Trades: Various Percentages of Other Sourcing Along with 

Private Label

Let's look at these three models a bit closer...

Model #1: Jumping in Head First
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This is the level for folks that want to dive right in and do nothing but private 

label. I admire those that want to go immediately to the top and skip all the other

levels of inventory. This model, however, also includes those of you have been 

sourcing via retail arbitrage or wholesale... or a mixture of levels and you want to

completely give that up and move into solely private label all at once. Regardless 

of how you get there – your goal is to move to have your revenue be 100% 

driven by private label products.

Model #1: Jump In Head First

PROS CONS

Easier to manage inventory: Less 
SKUs (number of unique items) to 
track and manage

Slower Income Growth: May take 
longer to build product line so income 
may come slower.

Scale Quickly: Ability to build a 
brand as fast as you desire

Full Control: 100% Private Label 
means you have complete control of 
your products. Even though Amazon 
has ultimate control on their platform 
– you control your products and can 
always take your brand elsewhere.

Focus: With 100% Private Label you 
are not distracted with other levels of 
sourcing (retail arbitrage, wholesale, 
etc.)
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Model #2: Working Your Way Up

Everyone can identify with this picture. This guy just dipped himself into cold 

water and is taking it slower than the guy above that jumped in head first.

This model represents those that want to get to 100% private label, but are 

slower getting there because they need the income from retail arbitrage, online 

arbitrage, or wholesale while building their private label brand.

Model 2: Working Your Way Up

PROS CONS

Easier Financial Burden: Can be 
earning income from other inventory 
sources while working on PL

Slower Income Growth: May take 
longer to build product line so income 
may come slower.

Diversified Inventory: Your 
inventory is always diversified with 
this model – lessoning some risk.

Distractions: Spreading yourself thin
between the various levels of 
inventory sources can bring on 
distractions slowing the ability to 
focus and develop your PL product.
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Model #3: Jack of All Trades

The third level is for those who have no intention of being 100% private label for 

their product sourcing. You may enjoy going to garage sales or thrift stores... or 

it could be that you simply don't want to have all of your inventory come from 

one level of the pyramid. The “Jack of all Trades” model has multiple sources of 

inventory from the pyramid of inventory sources.

Model 3: Jack of All Trades

PROS CONS

Easier Financial Burden: Variety of 
inventory sources = more revenue 
streams.

Slower Income Growth: May take 
longer to build PL product line.

Diversified Inventory: Your 
inventory is always diversified with 
this model – lessoning some risk.

Distractions: Can be distracted by 
the variety of inventory sources.

More SKUs: This may or may not be 
true... but, it is likely with the 
increase in inventory sources that you
will have more SKUs to manage.
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Keep in mind... there is no right or wrong model here. One can even change 

business models. For example, right now I'm more of a jack of all trades. I still do

a lot of business with wholesale products. My inventory is primarily made of up 

private label products and wholesale/liquidation. Sales from retail/online arbitrage

only accounts for about 10% of my sales.

Whether your business is 100% retail arbitrage or 50% retail arbitrage and 50% 

wholesale that's fine. Whatever it currently is can be changed if you are not 

where you want to be.

The plan here is to recognize where you are currently in regards to inventory 

sources and be intentional to set goals and make choices to get you where

you want to be. 

Again, my desire for you is to be active in the business model that you want 

to be. Make a plan to be where you want to be during the next year.

Lesson 4 Assignment

Answer these questions...

1. What Business model currently describes you?

If necessary, use the worksheet at the end of this lesson to 

help determine your percentages for each level in the 

pyramid of inventory sourcing.

2. Where do you want to be this time next year?

See you in the group...

Ryan Reger with Jenni Hunt, Jim Cockrum, and Brett Bartlett 

PL the Easy Way Mentoring Program
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Coming Up Next...

In Lesson #5 we are going to be setting your Private Label Goals.
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